Stimulus-evoked neural activity is attenuated on stimulus repetition (repetition suppression), a phenomenon that is attributed to largely automatic processes in sensory neurons. By manipulating the likelihood of stimulus repetition, we found that repetition suppression in the human brain was reduced when stimulus repetitions were improbable (and thus, unexpected). Our data suggest that repetition suppression reflects a relative reduction in top-down perceptual 'prediction error' when processing an expected, compared with an unexpected, stimulus.
Stimulus-evoked neural activity is attenuated on stimulus repetition (repetition suppression), a phenomenon that is attributed to largely automatic processes in sensory neurons. By manipulating the likelihood of stimulus repetition, we found that repetition suppression in the human brain was reduced when stimulus repetitions were improbable (and thus, unexpected). Our data suggest that repetition suppression reflects a relative reduction in top-down perceptual 'prediction error' when processing an expected, compared with an unexpected, stimulus.
Stimulus-specific repetition suppression, the relative attenuation in neural signal evoked by the repeated occurrence of a stimulus, is one of the most well-known neural phenomena [1] [2] [3] [4] and has been widely employed in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies to define functional properties of brain regions 5, 6 and to explore neural substrates of behavioral priming effects 2, 4 . However, the neurocomputational basis for repetition suppression remains controversial 1 . Two influential theories view repetition suppression as a relatively automatic consequence of the bottom-up flow of perceptual information through sensory cortex: either neurons tuned to the repeated stimulus fatigue 1 or subsequent presentations of a stimulus are encoded more sparsely (and efficiently), leading to a sharpening in the population of neurons recruited 4, 7 . In contrast, a recent model of perceptual inference casts repetition suppression as a consequence of top-down perceptual expectations 2, 8 ; here, repetition suppression reflects a reduction in perceptual 'prediction error' (the neural signal evoked by a mismatch between expected and observed percepts) that occurs when sensory evidence conforms to a more probable (previously seen), compared to a less probable (novel), percept. Unlike other theories, the prediction-error model holds that repetition suppression will vary with contextual factors that affect subjects' perceptual expectations and suggests that repetition suppression will be reduced under conditions where stimulus repetitions are unexpected.
We created such a situation by presenting subjects (n ¼ 16), who had provided informed written consent, on each trial with either the same face twice or two different faces in two experimental contexts, one in which repetitions occurred more frequently than alternations and one in which the reverse was the case. Notably, all face exemplars (a) Faces were presented in successive pairs, with each face being presented for 250 ms, separated by a blank screen for 500 ms and a jittered interval of 2-4 s was presented between pairs. Pairs comprised either the same face (rep trials) or two different faces (alt trials). Subjects monitored the stimulus stream for occasional inverted faces (target trials), which occurred on 20% of all trials. Targets occurred equally often as the first or second stimulus in a pair. Trials were presented in two contexts (blocks of trials), one in which the probability of encountering rep trials was high (75% of nontarget trials, rep blocks) and one in which this probability was low (25% of nontarget trials, alt blocks). were trial-unique, such that the probability of a repetition per se, and not the frequency of repetition of a specific face, varied between blocks ( Fig. 1a and Supplementary Methods online). Incidental to this manipulation, subjects were required to make a speeded response to occasional inverted faces ('targets') 9 . Limiting our analysis to nontarget trials, we measured how face-sensitive visual cortex responded to face repetitions ('rep trials') and face alternations ('alt trials') that were either expected ('rep blocks') or unexpected ('alt blocks'), and compared these estimates in a 2 Â 2 factorial mixed block/event-related design.
To account for intersubject anatomical variation and to obviate correction for multiple statistical comparisons, we defined each participant's fusiform face area 10 (FFA) in an independent localizer task (Fig. 1b, Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Methods online). Subsequently, we assessed the degree of FFA activation associated with each trial type in the main task, modeling each face pair as a composite event (Fig. 1c) . In rep blocks, strong repetition suppression effects were observed in the FFA, with rep trials eliciting a decrease in neural signal of B22% compared with alt trials (t 15 ¼ 4.4, P o 0.001). In alt blocks, however, repetition suppression was reduced to B9% (t 15 . These data clearly demonstrate that repetition suppression was modulated by repetition probability.
We dedicated subsequent analyses to ruling out alternative explanations for our findings. Repetition suppression is known to be modulated by attention 11 . Although task requirements were identical across blocks, could subjects have paid less attention to the stimuli on alt blocks? We found reaction times for target detection on rep and alt blocks to be well-matched (rep, 478 ms; alt, 484 ms; t 15 ¼ 1.6, P 4 0.1; target detection rates were at ceiling) and fMRI responses to target trials did not differ between rep and alt blocks in either the FFA (t 15 ¼ 0.3, P 4 0.1) or other brain locations (P o 0.001, uncorrected), further disconfirming an attentional explanation for our data. Moreover, Figure 2 Control experiment protocol and results. (a) Task parameters were identical to those of the main experiment (Fig. 1a) , except that face images in each pair were subject to a variation in size. In standard alt and rep trials, either the first (in 50% of trials) or the second image in a pair of faces was reduced in size by 15%. Subjects monitored the stimulus stream for occasional targets, which consisted of a face reduced by 60% in size and which occurred on 20% of all trials. The target face occurred as equally often as the first or second stimulus in a pair, and half of the target trials showed the same face twice, whereas the other half showed two different faces. Trials were presented in blocks in which the probability of encountering rep trials was either high (75% of nontarget trials, rep blocks) or low (25% of nontarget trials, alt blocks). generic 'oddball' or trial count effects cannot account for the FFA data, as rare trials were associated with higher activity than frequent trials in rep blocks, but with lower activity in alt blocks (Fig. 1c) . Finally, neither mean activation nor that evoked by alt trials (t 15 ¼ 0.2, P 4 0.1) differed between rep and alt blocks, ruling out a confounding influence of global between-block factors, such as potential differences in the adherence to linearity of the hemodynamic convolution.
Could the FFA data reflect some nonspecific consequence of the visual stimulation that we employed? To ascertain the functional specificity of our results, we conducted a whole-brain search for voxels matching the FFA's response profile (Supplementary Methods). Only bilateral clusters in the fusiform gyrus, corresponding to the FFA, and a small region in primary visual cortex passed these criteria ( Supplementary Fig. 1 online) . Repetition suppression in early visual regions is to be expected, given that the two faces were identical in terms of both high-and low-level visual information on rep trials. Notably, other higher-level visual regions showed neither repetition suppression nor repetition suppression modulation, even when a parallel region of interest approach was applied ( Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Methods online), indicating that modulation of repetition suppression by repetition probability was confined to the face-processing stream.
Finally, to eliminate the possibility that our results were specific to our choice of explicit task, we ran a second, control experiment in which a new cohort (n ¼ 8) detected 60% size-deviant faces in a stream of standard faces that differed by only 15% (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Methods). This task avoided one asymmetry that was present in the main experiment, namely that a physical stimulus change was common to alt and target trials, but not to rep trials. Imaging data from individually defined FFAs (Fig. 2b) were markedly similar to those from the main experiment, with 26% and 9% reductions in neural signal on rep versus alt trials for rep and alt blocks, respectively (Fig. 2c) , and no difference in target detection time between blocks (rep, 486 ms; alt, 480 ms; t 15 ¼ 0.7, P 4 0.1). Formally, a main effect of stimulus on FFA activity (F 1,7 ¼ 17.8, P o 0.005) was again superseded by a stimulus Â block interaction (F 1,7 ¼ 6.14, P o 0.05), replicating our results and confirming their independence from the choice of explicit task.
This modulation of repetition suppression by perceptual expectations cannot be explained by fatigue or sharpening models, according to which repetition suppression is an inevitable consequence of stimulus repetition, independent of the probability associated with a repetition per se. It is, however, consistent with a Bayesian model of perceptual inference proposing that repetition suppression indexes a decrease in computational demand that occurs when expected and observed sensory information coincide (lower prediction error) 8, 12 . We argue that repetition suppression modulation occurs because the brain 'predicts' the reoccurrence of the first face on rep blocks (or formally, that a higher weight is assigned to its prior probability), leading to reduced processing demands and consequently to less fMRI signal, for the second face on rep trials. Predictive influences on visual processing can thus accrue from statistical regularities in the flow of incoming sensory information, even when they are divorced from the frequencies of individual stimulus exemplars (and thus constitute higher-order or 'meta-predictive' information). Keeping track of the probability of a visual event, conditioned on some short-term state, may be important for mitigating the exponential computational demands that are associated with visual object recognition and contribute to well-described effects of local environmental context 13 and statistical regularities in the natural images 14 on perceptual processing.
Although repetition suppression was greatly reduced on alt blocks, it was not abolished, suggesting that even when repetitions were relatively unlikely, the repetition of a given face exemplar was still more 'expected' than the occurrence of a specific novel face. Although repetition suppression on alt blocks may reflect residual contributions from fatigue or sharpening processes, it could also feasibly reflect the fact that, in real life, perceptual context tends to be highly stable across short time scales, with the mere occurrence of a particular percept being a strong predictor of its recurrence in the near future 15 . In other words, the perceptual apparatus may generally expect stimulation to be relatively consistent from moment to moment, and expectation-based processes may therefore be important contributors to repetition suppression even when there is no preponderance of stimulus repetitions 6, 9 .
